Managed Detection and Response (MDR) Services

Pondurance partners with you to detect and respond to threats 24/7 across your log, endpoint, network and cloud environments by combining human intelligence with best-in-class technologies.

Unlike other MDR providers, Pondurance knows “one size does not fit all”. So, we offer personalized cybersecurity services that are specific to your needs. This is even reflected in our pricing.

To ensure you only pay for the services you need (unlike other MDR providers with costly user pricing or all-or-nothing packaging), Pondurance offers a tailored pricing model, letting you configure exactly what and how much you need.

Core MDR Services

- Best-of-breed MDR services from Pondurance delivers integrated management, monitoring, investigation, and response management of endpoint security technology from CrowdStrike, SentinelOne, or Blackberry Cybersecurity (formerly Cylance).
  - Pricing based on number of endpoints

- Pondurance monitors all firewall traffic and analyzes all ingress and egress points to provide deep inspection (Full PCAP), threat hunting and response capabilities across networks.
  - Pricing based on bandwidth utilization

- Pondurance Log Service functions as a managed SIEM, providing deep forensic capabilities by aggregating and correlating data generated across all on-premises and cloud environments.
  - Pricing based on GB ingestion per day

CAN BE BUNDLED OR CONSUMED SEPARATELY

pondurance.com

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY!